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I. INTRODUCTION

..
ECA/SRDC-SA was invited to participate at the regular Theme Group Meeting on

HIV/AIDS on 2nd June, 1998, at the WHO Conference Room. Mr. Victor T. Kachoka,

Economic Affairs Officer, was asked to represent the Centre at the meeting which

convened at 14.30 hours.

The main issues tabled at the meeting as reflected in its Agenda included the

following:

(a) Report from the Working Group on Operationalization of the UN

Coordinated Strategies;

(b) Strategic Planning and Development Funds (SPDF);

(c) Structure of the National AIDS Programme.

II. REPORT ON THE OPERATIONALIZATION OF UN COORDINATED

STRATEGIES

Mrs. B. Olowo-Freers, Country Programme Adviser (CPA), UNAIDS, presented

the report on behalf of the Working Group on the operationalization of the UN

coordinated strategies. The highlights were as follows:

(i) The working Group has met twice since the beginning of this year. During

the first meeting, it was agreed that CPA develops terms of reference for the

focal points. These were prepared and circulated.
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(ii) The second meeting to review the terms of reference was not held since

none of the focal points turned up. ..
(iii) CPA, together with Mr. Thiis, UNAIDS Desk Officer, have arranged to go

round the Agencies to meet the thematic focal points individually to discuss

their specific TOR's, and review progress in their respective themes.

During the discussion on this topic, the meeting regretted the apathy on the part of

the focal points and agreed to address this through the Heads of Agencies Meeting. It

also regretted that the Theme group Meeting which was mainly for Heads of Agencies

was largely attended by representatives. In this particular meeting, only one Head of

Agency, Mr. Mburathi of FAO was present apart from Mr. Boayue of WHO who chaired

the meeting.

The SRDC representative at the meeting shed some light on possible causes of

apathy in both fora. First he pointed out that in the first meeting of the Working group

meeting on the Operationalisation of the UN Coordinated Strategies, members felt that

there were too many fora on UN HIV/AIDS which seemed to overlap in terms of

functions. Four Committees were identified to include: A group of conveners constituted

at the Lilay Lodge Seminar in June, 1997; UNAIDS/HIV Task Force; the Working

Group; and the Theme Group.

He explained that in an attempt to streamline the Committees, the working group

recommended that the conveners group be scrapped forthwith since it has concluded its

task. He however pointed out that there was still a seeming misconception concerning the

Theme Group and the Interagency Working Group on HIV/AIDS since some Agencies

believe that these two committees have now merged into one, which may explain the

absence of most heads of Agencies. He then urged the Theme group to clarify these

issues, and if possible to re-examine both committees and decide whether the two should
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continue to co-exist, and how they may relate to each other in future.

his Agency had asked him to seek this clarification.

He pointed out that

"

The meeting agreed with the SRDC representative that there was a definite

confusion. Once again it was agreed that this matter be presented at the Heads of

Agencies Meeting. It was however pointed out that the Theme Group Meeting was

instituted well before the Turin Consensus Meeting to provide an opportunity for UN

agencies to coordinate with Government on National HIV/AIDS Programmes for Zambia.

It was therefore imperative to ensure that this function was maintained somehow in any

new forum. This will however emerge from the future consultations as proposed.

In conclusion, it was agreed that for the time being, the two committees still stood

as separate with focal points attending the meetings of the Interagency Working Groups

on the operationalisation of the UN Coordinated Strategies on HIV/AIDS, and Heads of

Agencies attending the Theme Group Meetings. It was also the consensus at the meeting

that the Focal Points for the HIV/AIDS Task Force were not necessarily the same Focal

Points for the Interagency Working Group on the Operationalisation of Strategies on

HIV/AIDS, since the two committees were also different, with separate terms of

reference. The arrangements may differ from one Agency to another with some having

separate focal points and others having only one focal point for both fora.

(b) Strategic Planning and Development Funds

The representative from UNICEF, Dr. D. Mulenga presented this item. She

explained that the work on the development of a strategic plan for an expanded response

to HIV/AIDS in Zambia was progressing very well. UNAIDS has since sourced some

US$350,000 for the purpose which is considered to be adequate.
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She distributed a table on the logical framework for the project which lists four

objectives as follows:

(a) To support the strategic planning process;

(b) To support the finalization of the institutional framework;

(c) To support and expand activities to address the priority areas in the national

response to HIV/AIDS; and

(d) To ensure the effective coordination, implementation and monitoring of the

strategic planning process and work plan.

A copy of this document is at armex I.

(c) Structure of the National AIDS Programme

Dr. Mulenga made another presentation on this item. She explained that the

mission to Uganda and Thailand led by the Minister of Health Dr. Nkandu Luo who went

to study the structure of the UNAIDS councils/commissions of these countries was very

fruitful, and would provide lessons to Zambia which is in the process of setting up a

National HIV/AIDS Council.

Dr. Mulenga presented a table of comparisons for the two councils focussing on

specific areas such as multisectoral approach, organisation, plarming of AIDS

Commission/Committee/Council, composition of the Council roles of AIDS Council, etc.

She also highlighted some of the differences between the two councils and compared them

with some of the proposals for the Zambian institution. For example, she said that in

Uganda, the Council only met twice a year but there was so much apathy so that it was

difficult to convene meetings. In Thailand on the other hand, the Council meets four

times a year. The latter frequency is also proposed for Zambia.
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On the placement, Dr. Mulenga explained that the Ugandan Institution was formerly

within the Office of the President, but has since been changed and was now based in the..
Ministry of Health which spearheads inter-ministerial consultations. The Thailand

institution is also situated in the Ministry of Public Health. In the case of Zambia,

however, consultations are still going on as regards the placement of the Secretariat, with

others advocating locating it within the Ministry of Health and others in the President's

Office.

During the discussion, the SRDC representative pointed out the importance of

paying sitting allowances to Board Members as one way of reducing apathy. The

meeting agreed that this was important, although in the case of Uganda, the apathy has

continued in spite of these allowances being paid to Board members. The meeting

recommended that the Zambian Institution should build in sitting allowance, but at the

same time, avoid paying this money to Ministers who will be members of the Council.

The meeting also recommended that full ministers, as opposed to Deputy Ministers, should

be made members of the Council to facilitate decision making.

In concluding this Topic, Dr. Mulenga announced that A Dinner Dance was being

arranged on the 19th June, to promote the International Conference on AIDS and Sexually

Transmitted Diseases. She then said that she would take the opportunity to ask the

President who will officiate the occasion to make a policy statement on the HIV/AIDS

Council. She added that the Vice-President will also attend.

III. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Conclusion

The meeting, inspite of the seeming apathy from most Heads of Agencies who did

not attend the meeting, was convened successfully. As can be seen from the report on
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the outcome, some useful conclusions have been made on certain salient issues on which

the meeting provided the way forward. However, the question of participation in the
~

Interagency Working Group and the Theme Group meeting on HIV/AIDS has been

referred to the Heads of Agencies meeting for a decision. The next meeting will take

place after two months to enable CPA report on progress on the implementation of the

work plan in operationaiisation of HIV/AIDS.

(b) Recommendations

(i) Level of Participation at Theme Group Meetings

ECA/SRDC is apparently one of the agencies which has a misconception

concerning the level of participation at the Theme group Meetings. As a result, there is

tendency to send a representative at most Theme Group meetings. Following the

clarification on this matter it is recommended that the Officer-in-Charge should in future

consider attending these meetings personally since there are decisions to be made on the

spot at Heads of agency level which may not be done by another representative. In the

event of the Officer-in-Charge being away from duty station, the acting Officer-in-Charge

should be detailed to represent him/her at such meetings.

(ii) Frequency of Theme Group Meetings

Since the Turin Consensus report, an Inter Agency Working Group on the

Operationaiization of the UN Coordinated Strategies on HIV/AIDS has been formed. Due

to the overlap in functions with the Theme group, it is recommended that at the next

meeting of Heads of Agencies, a recommendation should be tabled to reduce the

frequency of Theme Group Meetings to quarterly from the current monthly schedule.
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The Inter-Agency Working Group will then be detailed to deliberate on most of the

urgent issues and refer any issues requiring major decisions to the Theme Group Meetings...
This will go a long way to reduce duplication of efforts, and apathy as appears to be the

case now.

IY. LIST OF DOCUMENTS COLLECTED

The following documents were distributed at the meeting and have been placed on

file:

(a) Memos to Dr. Boayue and Dr. Sichone from Dr. Rob Modie, Director,

Country Support dated 26 March, 1998 transmitting "Guidelines for the use

of Strategic Planning and Development Funds"; form for the submission of

SPDF project proposal; checklist for review and approval of projects; and

SPDF Theme Group approval and recommendation form.

(b) Logical Framework Table on the Development of a Strategic Plan (1999

2003) for an Expanded Response to HIY/AIDS in Zambia.

(c) Terms of Reference of the various levels within the Inter-Agency Working

Group on HIY/AIDS.

(d) Table by O. Thiis on comparison of AIDS Structures.

The CPA announced about two books that have first been published with the

following titles, but were not distributed:

(i) HIY/AIDS as Cross-Sectoral Issues for Technical Cooperation:

Focus on Agricultural and Rural Development - AGTZ Publication.
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(ii) HIV/AIDS in Zambia, Background, Projection, Impact, Intervention.

Published by the Ministry of Health and the Central Boards of
'.

Health.

The CPA is obtaining limited copies of the books for distribution to Agencies. She

urged Agencies to buy them for their libraries.
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Uganda (initial) Uganda (new) Thailand Zambia, proposal Zm, recorn. changes

Multisectoral Yes, from 1990, Yes, even more Yes, priority Yes, even more emphasised As proposed
approach Multisect. Appr. to emphasised 1997-01 AIDS Prevo & 1994-98, Strategic Plan

Control of AIDS 1994-98, Nat. Opcr. Plan Allcv. Plan
(MACA) 1999-03, Strategic Plan

Organisation • UAC (AIDS Com)- • UAC + Seer, • Nat. AIDS • Nat. AIDS Council As proposed
high profile comrnis. • Joint nat. planning Com rnittee • Nat. AIDS Secretariat,

• AIDS Secretariat team (headed by diff. •
(D)PS)

Placing of AIDS Office of the President MoH, inter-ministerial Min. of Public Health MoH (with "latitude and As proposed
Commis.lCommit.l consultations flexibility" to interact with
Council other sectors)

Composition of 23 members (11 13 members (full time 35 members (PS'es of Appointed by President in Appointed by President (not
Commis.lCommit.l cabinet ministers, NGO chair, II board members, MoPH and 6 other Min., their personal capacity: in their personal capacity):
Council rep., rclig. org.) Min. of Health = vice- NGOs, nat. planners, Del'. Min. of key Min., MP, Min. of key Min. (1-1. Info.

chair, 2 ex. legislators, Dir. Budget Bureau) rei ig. org.. priv. sector. UN Ed. SYCD. CDSD. Agric,
acadernics/reserch., rei ig. Theme Group, donor, NGO HA). MI'. relig. org .. priv.
leaders, NGO and youth) Seer, Dir. is seer. to Counci I sector, UN Thcme Group,

donor, NGO

Seer. Dir. is secr. to Council

Rolcs of AIDS • coord in. partners • advice • approve budget • Public advocacy for Same as proposed I

Commls.X'ommit.z ('galvanize harmonize policies proposals H/A in all sectors Meet quarterly•Council thinking') look at annual action involved
harmonize planning ••• dev. policy (not plan) plans • Advocate intersectoral

environment • sets rules and approach
• monitor and review

• advocacy together with determ ines national • Dev. policies and

• resourcing implementing sectors policy guidelines

harmonize/share -7 meets 2-4 times a • Advice sectors'•
information

year com par. advantage
response

• Resource mobiliz.all
sectors

0. Thiis (UNAIDS\StraL Plan\AJDS structures compared 29.06.98) - page 1(4)
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Uganda (initial) Uganda (new) Thailand Zambia, proposal Zrn, recom. changes

Structure of AIDS • Advisory Committee • Executive Board
Commis. (ACP managers in 13 3 Sub-cornm ittees•ministries)

A. AIDS Vaccine Dev.
• Technical Committees

(implementation) B. Foreign Collabor.

I - Research & Dev. C. Private & NGO
Collaboration

- Prev. & Control
• 6 technical Sub-com.

- Care & Support
I. Public relations

- Traditional practices
2. Education

- Policy & Planning
3. Health promotion

• Task
Force/Steer.Com. 4. Community

Women
promotion

-
5. Socio-ec,

- Youth Infrastructure
- Law 6. Research

Roles of AIDS • Operational arm of AIDS Division ofMoPH • Linking overall advocacy As proposed
Secretariat UAC acts as secretariat & pol. issues with progr.

• Dir. Gen. secretary to dev. carried out by sectors
Regarding the placing of tlu

Board • Not specific implement. Secretariat it was proposed

• 7 funct. units & • Director and 3 units that it shall have an

support staff I. Prev., Care and Support
autonomous status, while
residental of MoH.

2. Impact Mitigation

3. Finane. & Adm. Support

Link with other One Focal Point Person Part of daily activities of MoPH: treatment and ~ Links between MoH and
ministries in each ministry (found min. and dept. - each care other Ministries not outlined

to bee too limiting) ministry responsible for MoPH/Univ.: early
integration HIA in own detection
policies.

MoE: prim. prevention,Link with other A team, rather than a

O. Thiis (UNAIDS\Stral I'lan\AIDS structures compared 29.06.98) - page 2(4)
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I

ministries, cont'd person. youth I

UAC strengthens Mol-! to MoPI-!/Univ./NGO:
harmonize pol, standards follow up
and training. M LS W: 2 dept. with
Implementation to Sub-com.
districts. 14 ministries in Ed. Sub-

~ com.

Decentralisation Strong focus on • I-!IV/AIDS down to • At the core of the health As proposed.
decentralization provincial level reforms:

Implementation 1-1 Reform focus on - service delivery to the In addition: Propose that
,

•
responsibility of the PI-IC and dev. of district level Mol-! and M. of Local Govt.
districts (inst. under Distr. family practice - community involvement become key Ministries for
I-! Boards)

• Issue specific sector and ownersh ip coordination at local level.
Tried out: District, sub- involvement • Needs develop guidelines
county, parish and village (com par. advant.) for all levels
AIDS Coord. Committes,

The two technical unitsbut problems with funct.,
thus difT. approach (I &2) responsible for

adopted recently: To fit specific follow up of

I-!IA issues in existing activities at lower national.

structures (Distr. Techn. reg.lprov. and district levels.

Planning Committees) Cooperate with CBOs and
NGOs.

Funds and funding • UAC autonomous body Financial independence, • Funds for Council/Secret. As proposed.
with financial indep. i.e. Govt. 90% from Mol-! & donors Emphasize more Govt.

• Govt. and donors • Council advocate H/A funding

mainly funding with in all sectors

• Other Min than Mol-! • A II sectors assign HIA
hand Ie 2/3 of HIA funds budgets on yearly basis

• Revenues at district • Additional donor funding
level • Allocation by indep.

Funding Advisory

o. Thiis (UNAIDSISlral Plan\i\IDS structures compared 29.06.98) - page 3(4)
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Uganda (initial) Uganda (new) Thailand Zambia, proposal Zrn , recorn. changes

Committee (donor, govt.

Funds and funding,
and non-govt. irnpl. org.,
Council and Seer. mernb.)

cont'd
• Catalytic funds by the

Council

Relevance for ,f Experience useful, but Relevant • Not very relevant
Zambia? model not relevant

• Learn from priv. sector
involvement

Challenges • Coord.: local resource Difficult to involve civil/ • Linkages
mobiliz.; community private sector into real - interrninisterial
particip., info.exchange; intersectoral approach

intersectoralinternal. collaboration -

• Multisect, coop. Govt - between levels

and private sector: • Funding (donor reliance)
involve PLWHA, priv.! • Capacity build. district
commercial enterprises,

• Uneven degree ofvulnerable groups
decentralization in

• Implement: awareness different Ministries
into behavioural change

• Strengthen researchI
i
I

LIST OF ABBREVATIONS:

ACP- AIDS Control Programme

Agric. - Agriculture

Allev. - Alleviation

Appr. - Approach

cao- Community Based Organisations

CDSD- Community Dev. and Social Dev.

(D)PS - (Deputy) Permanent Secretary

Dir. - Director

Ed. - Education

H - Health

HA - Home Affairs

Info- Information

H/A - HIV/AIDS

MACA- Multisecoral Approach to Control of
AIDS (Uganda)

Min. - Ministry/Minister

MLSW- Ministry of Labour& Social Welfare

MoE - Ministryof Education

MoH- Ministryof Health

MoPH - Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MP - Memberof Parliament

Nat. - National

NGO- Non-governmental organisation

PHC - Primary Health Care

PLWHA - People Living With HIV/AIDS

Prev. - Prevention

PS- Permanenet Secretary

SYCD - Sport, Youth and Child Development

UAC - Ugandan AIDS Commission

O. Thiis (UNAIDS\Strat Plan\AIDS structures compared 29.06.98) - page 4(4)


